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Abstract 
In this paper we derive multivariable generalizations of Bailey's classical terminating very-well-poised 10(~9 trans- 
formation. We work in the setting of multiple basic hypergeometric series very-well-poised on unitary groups U (n + 1). 
We obtain these U(n + 1) lo~b9 transformations from an alternate form of our general U(n + 1) classical Bailey 
transform, and the U(n + 1) generalizations of Jackson's q-analog of Dougall's terminating 7 F6(1) summation. One of 
these lOq~9 transformations contains the U(n + 1) ~0q~9 transformation f Denis and Gustafson (1992) as a special case. 
We also deduce a U (n + 1) extension of one of Sears 4q~3 transformations. The classical case of all this work corresponds 
to U(2), or equivalently A1. 
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transform; U(n + 1) terminating q-Dougall summations; U(n + 1) terminating 10~b9 transformations; U(n + 1) q- 
Whipple transformations; U(n + 1) 4q53 Sears transformations 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to derive multivariable generalizations of Bailey's [10] classical 
terminating very-well-poised lo~b9 transformation. We work in the setting of multiple basic 
hypergeometric series very-well-poised on unitary U(n + 1) groups [29-31, 34-36]. The series in 
[29] were strongly motivated by certain applications of mathematical physics and the unitary 
groups U(n + 1), or equivalently An, in [15, 16, 22, 23]. Gustafson [20, 21] has extended the 
unitary very-well-poised concept to the other classical groups. Both types of series are directly 
related [20, 21, 28] to the corresponding Macdonald identities. 
We obtain our U(n + 1) lo~9 transformations from an alternate form of the general U(n + 1) 
classical Bailey transform in Section 2, and that U(n + 1) generalizations from [30, 31, 38] of 
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Jackson's [26] q-analog of Dougall's terminating vF6(1) summation which we state in Theorems 
A.4 and A.5 of Appendix A. One of these U(n + 1) lOq~9 transformations contains the U(n + 1) 
xoq~9 transformation f Denis and Gustafson [17] as a special case. The classical case of all these 
results corresponds to U (2), or equivalently A 1. Our work here is a shortened version of the second 
author's thesis [40]. 
Bailey's classical o4~9 transformation is one of the most powerful results in the theory and 
application of one-variable basic hypergeometric series [4, 7, 11, 19, 48]. Special limiting cases 
yield Watson's [49] transformation formula for a terminating very-well-poised sq57 series as 
a multiple of a terminating balanced 4~b3 series, and Sears' [45] 4q~3 transformation formula. 
Watson's q~7 (or q-Whipple) transformation in turn leads to Jackson's [25] terminating balanced 
3~b2 summation, Roger's [42] terminating very-well-poised 645 summation, and Jackson's [26] 
terminating very-well-poised balanced s q~7 (or q-Dougall) summation. At a deeper level, a different 
kind of limiting case of the classical lo~b9 transformation gives Bailey's [11, Section 8.5(3)] 
nonterminating extension of Watson's sqSv transformation that expresses a very-well-poised 
s~bv series in terms of two balanced 44~s eries. This transformation and the nonterminating 
64~s ummation are then combined to yield Sears' [44, Eq. (5.2)] nonterminating extension of the 
terminating balanced 3~b2 summation. The derivation of these two nonterminating transformations 
from the classical 10q~9 transformation is outlined in [19, pp. 42-43]. Several additional important 
applications of these two nonterminating transformations are also discussed in [19, pp. 45-46; 
142-147, 167-168, 173-175]. These include deriving Bailey's [12] 3-term transformation formula 
for an 8~b7 series, obtaining Bailey's nonterminating extension of Jackson's 8~b7 summation, 
evaluating the Askey-Wilson q-beta integral, finding integral representations forvery-well-poised 
8~bv and lo~b9 series, establishing the orthogonality relation for big q-Jacobi polynomials, and 
deriving the weight function for Askey-Wilson polynomials [9] and then giving a direct proof of 
their orthogonality relation. 
The U(n + 1) 104)9 transformations in this paper contain as special limiting cases many of the 
transformations and summation theorems for U (n + 1) multiple basic hypergeometric series that 
were initially found in [28-35, 38]. One of the main reasons for finding these U(n + 1) lo~b9 trans- 
formations was to utilize one of them to derive a multivariable U (n + 1) generalization f Bailey's 
nonterminating 8q~7 transformation and Sears' nonterminating balanced 3(])2 summation by 
extending the analysis in [19, pp. 42-43]. We carry out this program in [39]. 
To motivate our U (n + 1) work in this paper we recall classical one-variable basic hypergeomet- 
ric series, state the classical o~b9 transformation, and then sketch its proof. 
Let q be a complex number such that ]ql < 1. Define 
(~)~ = (~; q)~ :-- I~I (1 -- ~qk) (1.1a) 
k>~O 
and, thus, 
(a,) -= (~; q), :--- (a)~/(aq")o~. (1.1b) 
Classical one-variable basic hypergeometric series [2, 3, 7, 11, 19, 48] with r numerator para- 
meters al, . . . ,  ar and s denominator parameters bl,.. . ,  bs are determined by 
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Definition 1.1 ( ,~  basic hypergeometric series). 
[a~,...,ar ] ~ (ax,az,...,a,;q), ~+S-'z", 
~¢~ bl, b~; q'z := • .., ,=o ~,  ~x,~.2 b--~-, q~, [(-1)nq{~)] 
(1.2) 
with (al, a2,...,am; q),:= (al; q),(a2; q), ... (am; q),, and (~)=½n(n-1) ,  where q C0  when 
r > s + 1. The parameters h i , . . . ,  bs are such that the denominator factor in the terms of the series 
(1.2) are never zero. Since (q-m; q), = 0, i fn = m + 1, m + 2, ..., an ,q~s eries terminates if one of its 
numerator parameters i of the form q-m with m = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  and q :~ 0. 
The factor 
[ ( -  1), q(~)] ~+s-" 
appears, for example, in the recent works [-9, 19]. They want the series in (1.2) to remain in the same 
form (with r replaced by r - 1) under the limiting case a, ~ oo and with z replaced by z/a,. Earlier 
works such as [11, 48] did not have this factor. However, we need only add enough extra zero 
parameters in order to rewrite any earlier summation theorems in this new form. 
The summation theorems [4, 7, 11, 19, 48] for terminating 34'2, 6t~5, and s¢7 series require that 
the parameters satisfy the additional conditions of being either balanced and/or very-well-poised. 
An ,+ lq~, is called k-balanced if bl ..- b, = a~ ... a,+ lqk and z = q, and a 1-balanced series is called 
"balanced" (or "Saalschiitzian"). A basic hypergeometric series, ,+~¢,, is "well-poised" if 
qax =a2bl  =a3bz . . . . .  ar+~b,. It is called "very-well-poised" if it is well-poised and if 
a2 = q,v/~ and a3 = - -qx /~.  
We can now state 
Theorem 1.2 (The classical 10{/}9 transformation). Let a, b, c, d, e, f, and 2 be indeterminate, n be 
a nonnegative integer, and suppose that none of the denominators in (1.3) vanishes. Then 
[a, qx /~, -q~,b ,c ,d ,e ,  f 2aq"+~/ef q-" q,q] 
10 (])9 1_%//~, __ ~ aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aq/e,/aq/ f ef q-"/ 2, aq "+'; 
(aq, aq/ef 2q/e, (q/f ;q), 
(aq/e, aq/f 2q/ef, 2q; q), 
[2, q~/2 , -q~,2b/a ,  ;c/a, 2d/a,e,f 2aq"+'/ef q-" 1 
x ~o~b9 [_x/~, _ x/~, aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, 2q/e,/2q/f efq-n/a, 2q n+l ;q' q ' (1.3) 
where 2 = qa2/bcd. 
Theorem 1.2 is equation (III.28) of [19, p. 244], which transforms one terminating very-well- 
poised lo~b9 series into another series of the same type. 
The starting point for the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the interchange of summation in 
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Lemma 1.3. Under suitable convergence onditions 
oo oo 0o y 
Z Z f(m,y)= Z Z f(m,y). 
m=Oy=m y=O m=O 
(1.4) 
We apply Lemma 1.3 in the form of 
Lemma 1.4. Under suitable convergence onditions 
0o oo oo y 
Z • f (y ,m+y)= E Z f(m,y). 
y=O m=O y=O m=O 
(1.5) 
Proof. Rewrite the left-hand side of (1.4) by exchanging mand y, and then shifting m to m + y in the 
inner sum while changing the range of summation to 0 ~< m < 0o. [] 
Consider the f(m, y) = Otm6yUr-,,vy+,,, case of (1.5) in 
Theorem 1.5. Under suitable convergence onditions 
y=O m=O y=O m=O 
(1.6) 
We now note that Bailey's classical 10(])9 transformation i  Theorem 1.2 is derived in [48, Section 
3.4.2, pp. 101-102] by choosing ~y, 6r, ur, and vy so that the inner sums on both sides of(1.6) can be 
summed by Jackson's terminating very-well-poised balanced 84)7 summation in 
Theorem 1.6 (Jackson). 
none of the denominators in (1.7) vanishes. Then 
[ a' qv/a' -qx/a '  b' c' d' e' q-" q' ql 
847 Lx/~ ' _ r~, aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aq/e, aq "÷1; 
(aq, aq/bc, aq/bd, aq/cd; q). 
= (aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aq/bcd; q).' 
where  a 2 q" + 1 = bcde. 
Let a, b, c, d, e be indeterminate, n be a nonnegative integer, and suppose that 
(1.7) 
In particular, Theorem 1.2 is a direct consequence of (1.6) once we take 
(1 -  aq2Y)(a' b' c' d; q)Y (~q)Y; 
~r = (1 - a)(q, aq/b, aq/c, aq/d; q)r 
(1 -- 2q 2y) (e,f, q-", ,,1,aq"+~/ef;q)r 
(1 -- 2) (2q/e, 2q/f, 2q ~ +", ef q-"/a; q)r; 
(1.8a) 
6y = (1.8b) 
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(2/a; q)r. (1.8c) uy -  (q;q)y , 
(2; q)r qr, (1.8d) 
vr - (aq; q)r 
where 2 = qa2/bcd. 
The inner sum in the (1.8) case of the right-hand side of (1.6) is the e ~--~2q r and n w-~y 
specialization of (1.7). To see this, first use 
(a; q)y + m = (a; q)y (aqY; q)m. (1.9) 
Next apply 
(a; q)y-m - (a; q)r -- q(r)- my 
(ql-Y/a; q)m 
(1.10) 
to find that 
(q-r; q)m(2/a; q)Y ( a-~) m . (1.11) 
Uy-m = (q; q)r (aq I - r /2;  q)m 
The resulting single sum then simplifies termwise to the 10¢9 series on the right-hand side of (1.3) 
once we note that qa z = bcd2 implies the relations 
aq 2d aq 2c aq 2b aq 2 
- - , - , - . ( 1 . 1 2 )  
bc a ' bd a cd a bcd a 
On the other hand, the inner sum in the (1.8) case of the left-hand side of(1.6) is the specialization 
of (1.7) in which 
2 n ~ n - y, a ~ 2q 2r, b ~-  
a 
/],a q 1 +n+y c ~__~fqr, d ~ eq r, e ~ -~ 
(1.13) 
To see this, use (1.9), 
(a; q)m+2r = (a; q)2y(aq2r; q),,, (1.14) 
and multiply and divide by (1 - 2q2r). The resulting single sum here simplifies termwise to the 
lo~b9 series on the left-hand side of (1.3), multiplied by the reciprocal of the products from the 
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right-hand side of (1.3). This termwise simplification relies upon the relations: 
(2; q)2y (1 -- 2q 2y) (2q 1 + 2r; q)._r 1; 
(1 -- 2) = (2q; q)n (2q n+ q)y; 
(aq; q)2, (aq 2' +1; q),_, = (aq;q)~ (aq"+ 1; q)y; 
(aq/e, aq/f; q)r (aq 1 + r/e, aq 1 + r/f; q)~_ y (aq/e, aq/f; q)n. 
(2q/e, 2q/f ; q)r (2q 1 +r/e, 2q ~ +'/f ; q),_, (2q/e, 2q/f ; q)~' 
(2q/ef;q),-r_(2q/ef;q)n(efq-n/a;q)y(_~) r. 
(aq/ef ; q)~_r (aq/ef ;q)n (efq-n/).; q)r 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. [] 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
Additional important classical transformations of rq~s basic hypergeometric series are obtained in 
[11, 48] by using other standard basic hypergeometric series summation theorems from [19, 
Appendix II] to sum the inner sums on both sizes of (1.6), once we have made appropriate choices 
of at, 3y, ur, and v r. For example, Watson's 8~b7 transformation is a consequence of using the 
terminating balanced 3q52 summation and terminating very-well-poised 6(~5 summation to sum the 
inner sums on both sides of (1.6). This shows that Theorem 1.2 also follows from these two 
summation theorems and two applications of Theorem 1.5 since Watson's 8~7 transformation 
immediately yields Theorem 1.6. The depth of these transformations depends upon the summation 
theorems used in this analysis. 
The f(m, y) = ~m(~yUy-mVy+m case of Lemma 1.3 is also of interest. It immediately gives 
Theorem 1.7 (Classical Bailey transform). 
suitable convergence conditions, if 
then 
m=0 
Let ~r, 3r, ur, and vr be any functions of only. Subject o 
• (ZyUm_yVm+y , (1.19a) 
y=0 
~ 6yUr_mVy+m, (1.19b) 
y=m 
emTm = ~ flm6,,. (1.19C) 
m=0 
The classical Bailey transform in Theorem 1.7 was first formulated by Bailey 1-13, 14] who chose 
c 9, fir, Uy, and v r so that fl,, and 7m could be summed by known summation theorems for r~bs basic 
hypergeometric series. This analysis, which included the above applications of Theorem 1.5, 
recovered many of the most general transformations of basic hypergeometric series as well as 
identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type. Dyson [18] and Slater [46-48] also applied similar conse- 
quences of Theorem 1.7 in their work. Andrews [5] then recast one of the most important classical 
specializations of Theorem 1.7 as a fundamental matrix inversion result. 
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In a slightly different direction, the most important application of Theorem 1.7 is the classical 
Bailey lemma. This result was mentioned by Bailey [14, Section 4-1, and he described how the proof 
would work. However, he never wrote the result down explicitly and thus missed the full power of 
iteratin9 it. Andrews first established the classical Bailey lemma explicitly in [6] and realized its 
numerous possible applications in terms of the iterative "Bailey chain" concept. This iteration 
mechanism enabled him to derive many q-series identities by "reducing" them to more elementary 
ones. For example, two iterations of the Bailey lemma reduce the Rogers-Ramanujan-Schur 
identities to the q-binomial theorem [6, 7]. The classical Bailey lemma is obtained in [7, pp. 25-27] 
from Theorem 1.7, and the terminating balanced 3q~2 summation theorem. Alternatively, it is 
derived in [1] directly from the terminating very-well-poised 6<P5 summation theorem and the 
matrix inversion formulation [5] of a classical specialization of Theorem 1.7. The classical Bailey 
transform and Bailey lemma [7] were ultimately inspired by Rogers' [43] second proof of the 
Rogers-Ramanujan-Schur identities [4, 7, 19, 41, 42]. Recent multivariable extensions of the clas- 
sical Bailey lemma and Andrew's matrix inversion formulation of the classical Bailey transform 
appear in [34, 36, 37, 38]. 
We organize our paper as follows. In Section 2 we give simple higher-dimensional extensions of 
Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 and then write down the U(n + 1) generalizations of the two forms of the 
general classical Bailey transform in Theorems 1.5 and 1.7. We denote these transformations a
U(n + 1) results ince they are directly applied to summation theorems for U(n + 1) multiple basic 
hypergeometric series. We derive three U(n + 1) lOtP9 transformations in Section 3 from the 
alternate form of the general U (n + 1) classical Bailey transform in Section 2 and the U (n + 1) 
terminating q-Dougall summations from Appendix A. This analysis generalizes the above proof of 
Theorem 1.2. The first two of these U(n + 1) ~oq~9 transformations involve sums over a "square" 
and the third one transforms sums over a "triangle". We recover the U(n + 1) ~otP9 transformation 
of Denis and Gustafson [17] in Section 4 as a special case of our second U (n + 1) 1 o q~9 transforma- 
tion. Additional special imiting cases of our U(n + 1) ~o~b9 transformations are contained in 
Section 5. These include a U(n + 1) generalization from [30, 31, 33, 35] of Watson's [49] 
s~b7 transformation, the Sears' 4q~3 transformation formula in Eq. (2.10.4) of [19, pp. 41], the 
two-term 3(/}2 transformations in [19, pp. 60-62], and a U(n + 1) generalization of the nonter- 
minating s~b7 transformation i Eq. (2.10.1) of [19, p. 40]. Appendix A contains the U(n + 1) 
terminating q-Dougall summations [30,31,38] and U(n+ 1) q-Whipple transformation 
[30, 31, 33, 35] which we need in the rest of the paper. 
2. The U (n + 1) classical Bailey transform 
In this section we give simple higher-dimensional extensions of Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 and then 
write down our multivariable generalization of the two forms of the general classical Bailey 
transform in Theorems 1.5 and 7. 
Throughout this paper, let m:= (ml, ..., m,), y:= (yl,...,y,), and m +y:= (m~ + ya .... , 
m, + y,) be vectors of length n with nonnegative integer components. 
We begin by applying Lemma 1.3 coordinatewise to obtain the interchange of 
summation in 
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Lemma 2.1. Under suitable convergence conditions 
Z ~_, f (m,y)= Z ~ f(m,y). (2.1) 
rnl , . . . ,m,>~O y~>~m~ yl .... ,y,>~O O<~m~<~y~ 
i = 1 . . . . .  m i=  1 .. . .  ,m 
Rewriting the le•hand side of (2.1) by exchanging ml and yi, and then shifting each m~ to m~ + Yi 
in the inner sum while changing the range of summation to 0 ~< ml, ..., m, < 0% immediately gives 
Lemma 2.2. Under suitable convergence conditions 
~, f (y ,m +y) = ~ ~ f(m,y). 
Yl . . . . .  y, >1 0 ml , . . . ,mn >i 0 y~, . . . , y ,  >1 0 0 <~ mi <~ yi 
i=  1,. . . ,n 
(2.2) 
We now consider 
f(m,y) = ~(m)6(y)u(m,y)v(m,y ). 
The (2.3) case of Lemma 2.2 is 
(2.3) 
Theorem 2.3. Under suitable convergence conditions 
~, Z ~(y)6(m + y)u(y,m + y)v(y,m + y) 
y~ ..... y,>~O ml, . . . ,m,>~O 
= ~ ~ ~(m)~(y)u(m,y)v(m,y). 
yl,  ..., y, >~ O O <~ mi <~ yi 
i= l , . . . ,m 
(2.4) 
On the other hand, the (2.3) case of Lemma 2.1 immediately gives 
Theorem 2.4 (U (n + 1) classical Bailey transform). Let ~(y), 6(y), and u(m,y), v(m,y) be any 
functions of the vectors y, and m and y, respectively. Subject o suitable convergence conditions, if 
fl(m) := ~ o~(y) u(y, m) v(y, m), (2.5a) 
0 ~< y~ ~< m~ 
i=  l , . . . ,n  
7(m) := ~ c~(y) u(m,y) v(m,y), (2.5b) 
y~/> mi 
i=  1,. . . ,n 
then 
e(m)7(m) = Z fl(m) 6(m). (2.5c) 
ml, ... , m, >! 0 rnl, ... , m, >1 0 
We include Theorem 2.4 for future reference, but utilize Theorem 2.3 in this paper. 
In Section 3 we choose ~ (m), 6 (y), u(m, y), v (m, y) so that the inner multiple sums on both sides 
of (2.4) can be summed by the U(n + 1) terminating q-Dougall summations in Theorems A.4 and 
A.5 of Appendix A. For n >~ 2, this analysis requires a suitable higher-dimensional generalization of
(1.11). Such an extension of (1.11) forces u and v to be nontrivial functions of two vectors m and y. 
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However, in the classical (n = 1) case the general functions u(m,y) and v(m,y) are essentially 
determined by functions of one vectory := (Yl). That is, for n = 1, the functions u(m,y) and v(m,y) 
reduce to 
u(m,y) - u (ml ,  yl) := ur_, ,  , (2.6a) 
and 
v(m,y) - v(ml, yl): = vr~+,,,, (2.6b) 
where ur and vy are given by (1.8c) and (1.8d), respectively. This simplified efinition of u (m, y) and 
v(m,y) as the composition implicit in (2.6) does not extend to the case n/> 2, but we do not need it. 
The more general definition of u(m,y) and v(m,y) is sufficient for our analysis in Section 3. 
3. U (n + 1) 10(/)9 transformations 
In this section we derive three U(n + 1) xo~b9 transformations byfirst specializing ~, 6, u, and v in 
(2.4), then appealing to suitable special cases of Theorems A.4 and A.5 to sum the inner multiple 
sums in (2.4), and finally simplifying. 
We begin with 
Theorem 3.1 (First U(n + 1) 101#9 transformation theorem). Let a, b, c, d, e, f, and X1,  . . . ,  X n be 
indeterminate, N1, ..., N, be nonnegative integers, and suppose that none of the denominators in (3.1) 
vanishes. Then 
n 
z O <~ y~ <~ N~ i= 
i= l,...,n 
I1 - xi aqY '+ (y~ + .., + Y")/ 
"1 
Xn - - - - -  
J 1 Xia Xn 
i=1  
(~nn d~ (x~i e~ (x~i t~aql+(Nl++N"~ 1 /r, \x .  /r, \x .  ef /y, 
\ x ,  b/y, \ x ,  c/y, kX. f / r ,  
X 
X 
(b)y, + ... + y. (C)y 1 +... + y. ( f )y ,  + ... + y, 
aq 
[ 
/- S ,  
i(x_ , 
L.\Xn /y~ + ... + y. 
i=1  r , s= l  
I Xr -N~ ),, 
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× [I 
l<~r<s<~n 
1 - xj  qy,-y, 
Xs 
1 Xr 
Xs 
qy~ + 2y2 + ... +ny. t (3.1a) 
__ N1+...+N" T NI+. . .+N.  ['I 
(e) 2q aq i= 1 NI+' . '+N.  Nt+. . .+N.  
(3.1b) 
O<~y~<<.N~ i=l 
i= 1,...,n 
"I 
1 -- xi 2qy ' +(y~ + ... +y.) I
Xn 
1 -x i2  
Xn 
" ]~x. aF/Xi2d\----)y,~x. Jy,~,x, \ /xi2a___q 1 + (N' + "" +N")//Yi ]
[. kX. b/y, kX, C /y , \Xn f  /y ` 
y~ + ... + y. y~ + ... + y. 
d-  y l+ . . .+y .  Y y,+...+y. /yl+...+y, 
] 
r~ k x__~. _/y.___~l _+ .-+ Y..._.~. X 
,=111 (X i  ~ql+N, I  
\ xn /Yl + "'" + Y. 
Xr -- Ns 1 
FI 
l<~r<s<~n 
l Xq] t xs qy~ + 2y2 + ... + ny. 
1 xr 
Xs 
(3.1c) 
where 2 = qa2/bcd. 
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Proof. In (2.4), take 
a(m) = i 
i=l 
: 
( 1 _ ; aqmi + (m, + “’ + m,) >(:a>.,+...+m”~~d)mi n (1 -~a)(~~),,(~~)mi 
X(~)m,+.--+,~(C),,+...+m. n qx’ -l 
aq (-> 4 > r,s= 1 X s m, In, + ..’ + m. 
x(_Lrd+++m ( 1 ” 1 m,+2m,+"~+(n-l)mn 
4 
) > 
KY) = fi 
i=l I 
1 _ 2 ;IqYi + (Y, + “’ +y.) 
n 
1 _xiJ. 
XV L I rI l<r<s<n l -:qyr-ys s [ 1 1-x’ XS 
Xii 
i=l 
[ 
( >( x. /Za xi, ‘_ql+(N1+-.+N,) > ~~i;l+~il+,,,+y”(~~)y~ 
i 
(f)y, + “’ +y. 
e)yl+...+y”kq >,,+..._, ef -(N,+...+N”) 
X 
4WY) = 
n 
.n ( r s=l q~qm- -l 1 s > 0 y,-m, i (Yl+...+y,)-_(m,+...+m.) 
( > : q-y” s m, 
( > 4; s Yr 1 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
(3.2~) 
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× 
ql -(yl + ... +yn) I 
/rnl  + ... + mn 
qm2 + 2m3 + "-" + (n - 1)m. ; (3.2d) 
tl 
v(m,y) = ]-I 
i=1  
Xn ,line + (yl + " + y,) 
aq 
y~ + (ml +.. .+ran) 
qYl + 2y2 +"" + ny, qml + 2m, +... + rim,, (3.2e) 
where 2 = qa2/bcd. 
Remark. The equality of the two different expressions for u(m,y) in (3.2c) and (3.2d) is an 
immediate consequence of (1.10) and Lemma A.2. 
We use the first expression for u in (3.2c) on the left-hand side of (2.4) and the second in (3.2d) on 
the right. With e, 6, u, v given by (3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2d), (3.2e), respectively, it follows from (1.9) that the 
right-hand side of (2.4) becomes 
(I [ Y', .1 Xn 
O<,y,<.N, i=, 1 - -x~2 
i= 1 ..... n Xn 
[(x.--Lie~ (xi2a I+(NI+"'+N,) ] 
n \Xn / r . \Xn-~ q ) 
--~ ---f ,, -~ aq ,, 
× 
+ "'" + Y. /Y l  + "'" +Yn 
i=1  
Xn  //Yl  + "" + Y. 
/Y l  + "" + Yn 
Xr ~ N 1 
(3.3a) 
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× 1-I 
l<~r<s~n 
Xr  
1 -- _ qr,-rs 
Xs 
Xr  
1 - - - -  
Xs 
qy~ + 2y2 + " -  +ny~ 
z fi 
O<~mi<~y i i=1  
i = 1,...,n 
1 -- --Xiaqm~+(m~+'"+m') 
Xn 
1 Xi  - -  - -a  
Xn 
ii 
r ,s= l 
fi 
i=1  
Xn / Imt  + ... + m,, 
(-~aql+r' I 
/m l  + "" + m, 
×fi 
i=1  
x,  }m, ~ m, (xaq) (x, aq) ] 
(b)m I +. . .+  mr(C)ml +. . .+  mr 
(ad) (~ - (y~ + "+Y')I 
mt + ... + mn /mr  -F ... W m n 
H 
l<~r<s<~n 
1 - X._rrqm-m, 
Xs 
1 Xr 
Xs 
qm~ + 2m2 + ... + nm~ (3.3b) 
The inner sum (3.3b) is the e ~ 2q yl ÷ " ÷ y- and Ni ~ Y1 case of the sum side of Theorem A.4. 
Replace (3.3b) with the product side and use the relations in (1.12) to relabel the factors. It then 
follows that (3.3) is the single multiple sum in (3.1c). 
Next, put the choices of ct, 8, u, v given by (3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2c), (3.2e), respectively, into the 
left-hand side of (2.4). Multiply and divide by 
__ __  ~.qY, +(Yl + "" + y,) H 1 __  qy,-rs 
i=1  Xn l <~r <s<~n Xs 
(3.4) 
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and then apply (1.9) and (1.14) to the resulting double multiple sum to obtain 
O <~ y~ <~ Ni i = l 
i= 1,...,n 
"'1 
Xi + (Yl + "'" + Y.)] 
-- x--~ aqy' 
J 1 Xia Xn 
[ (xid'~ (Xie'~ (xi2aql+(N'+'"+Nf] 1 x fi ~ /,' \x" /y, \x, ef /y, 
\ x. b/y, k X. c /r, \x. f/y, 
× (b)y, + ... + y, (C)y, + . . .  +y~ (f)y~ + . . .  +y~ 
(ad) (2q) (e.ef a ) q - (N ,  + ... +N~) 
• Y l  + "'" + Y~ Y l  + "'" + Y .  /Y l  + "'" + Y~ 
(X!ia ~ xi 2 
X . . . . .  
/y~ + ... + y~ Y~ + (y~ + ... + y.) 
1 xi 
x f i  -- x---~ qY'+(Y' + "" +Y') 
i=1 1 _ x_!2 
Xn 
× ii 
r , s  = 1 
H 
l<~r<s<.n 
1 - x~ qy , -ys  
Xs 
1 Xr 
Xs 
× qy~ + 2y2 + ... +ny. 1 
× 
xi j, qy~+...+y, qra,+(m~+...+m,) 1 1 - -  - -  q r '  
Z I J  x ,  
Xi O~<m,~N,-y, i=1 1 - - - -qY ' ,~qY~+" '+Y"  
i= 1,...,n Xn 
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I Xrqy, q-N, 
q~ /m, 
n 
qr,2q Yl +"" + Y. 
ml + ... + mn 
(x~ 2q l+Ni+(y l++y")  I 
/m:  + ... + m. 
× fi 
i=1 
( q"e ) )m,~~qY'--~q~+(N~+"'+N")/m ' 
qY'aq (~qy~__(.) l+y ,  +. . .+y° 
\ n J /mi  mi 
I + + y. /2 \  ] 
(fqY' "' ")ml +... +m.l--] 
× . . . . . . . . . . .  k,a__.__/m_._z~+'"+~ 
(~_~qe qy ,+. . .+y . )  (ef  q(yl+...+y.)-(s~+ ... +U.)) 
ml + ' "+m.  \ a /m l  +" '+m.  
X H 
l<~r<s<<.n 
1st i t _ __ qr,-r, qm,-m~ Xs qm l+2m 2+-.-+nm. . 
Xr 
1 - __  qy , - r~ 
Xs 
(3.5) 
The inner multiple sum in (3.5) is the 
a w_.2q(y~+...+y,)+y, 2 b ~--~-, c F---~fq yl+'''+yn, a 
2a ql+N,+...+N.+y, d~__~eqY., (3.6) el.----~--~ 
Ns~Ns-Ys ,  s= l , . . . ,n, X r ~Xrq  y', r = 1 , . . . , t /  
case of the sum side of Theorem A.4. Replacing it with the product side and simplifying termwise, it
follows that (3.5) becomes (3.1a) multiplied by the reciprocal of (3.1b). In order to carry out this 
termwise simplification we need the following relations which are U(n + 1) extensions of 
(1.15)-(1.18): 
i=1 
+(Yl + "'" + Y.) _ Ni--yi 
1 -x i2  1 
Xn 
--7 2q; q 
N~ i=l Yl +"'+Y. 
(3.7) 
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= N, + ... + N. . 
9 
N,+...+N. 
WI + ... + NJ - (~1 + ... +y.) 
(N, + .‘. + N,) - (~1 + ... + y,) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Remark. Theorem 3.1 reduces to Theorem 1.2 when y1 = 1. 
(3.8) 
(3.9a) 
(3.9b) 
(3.10) 
Letting 
f H-q 
1 + (N, + ... +N.) 
ef 
in (3.1), we get 
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Theorem 3.2 (Second U (n + 1) 10~9 transformation theorem). Let a, b, c, d, e, f, and x l , . . . ,  x, be 
indeterminate, NI, ..., N,  be nonnegative integers, and suppose that none of the denominators in 
(3.11) vanishes. Then 
O<~yi~Ni i=1  
i=  1 . . . .  ,n  
Xi 
1 - - - -aq  y'+(y'+'''+y') 
Xn 
Xi 
1- -ma Xn 
(Xid" ~ (Xle" ~ (xif~ 
fl \x. /y, kX. /y, kX. /y, 
xi= 1 /xiaq\---~a---~--~eief---t~,+ ~_~__~),,~_.~__~)y,~_~_~q-t, + ... +N.)),, 
(b)Y'+"+Y"(C)Y'+"+Y"(~-efql+(N'+"+N")I/y, +... + , ]
(ad) (aq) (aT) Yl + "" + £~ Yt + "" + Y. Yl + "" + Y~ 
(X'a) 
¢, \ Xn  /Y l  + "'" + Y. 
× I I  . . . . .  ,:,(x, / -~aq 1 +Ni /y  t + ... + y. 
1-I 
l<~r<s<~n 
} xs 
1 x, qY~ + 2y2 + ... +ny.  
Xs 
+. .  (oq) 
N~ + ... +N.  N1 + ' "  +N.  
x/i i=! 
/ N_.___.__~, \ x___~ ej. . . .  / s, 
2q~ (x"2qq 's'+ 
),<, \ x, ef IN, 
(3.11a) 
(3.11b) 
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x c 
0 Q yi i Ni 
i= l,...,n 
Xl? 
i=l 
x n 1 l - zqyr-ys s l<r<s<n 1-x’ 
L xs 
1 It r,s=l ! ( > :q-Ns s Y, ( > q: s Yr 
1 qYl +2y, + “’ +ny. (3.1 lc) 
where A = qa2/bcd. 
In order to arrive at the products (3.11b) we also had to use the relation (AS). 
Remark. We can also obtain Theorem 3.2 with appropriate choices for CI, 6, U, and o in (2.4), as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Remark. Theorem 3.2 is equivalent o Theorem 3.1. However, we list it as a separate transforma- 
tion, since the special limiting cases of Theorem 3.2 are distinct from those of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.2 also reduces to Theorem 1.2 when n = 1. 
We next derive 
Theorem 3.3 (Third U(n + 1) 1O+9 transformation theorem). Let a, b, c, d, el, . . . , e,, f, and 
x1, . . . , x, be indeterminate, N be a nonnegative integer, and suppose that none of the denominators in 
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(3.12) vanishes. Then 
E 
y~ ..... n./> 0 
O<~y~+...+y.<.N 
m m 
fi 
i=1 
xi aq Yi + (Yl + "'" + Y.) 1 
Xn 
1 xi a 
Xn 
n 
xFl 
i=1 
(_~d)y (x~ f ) (_~. 2a x +u)y, 
\x ,  /y, el'"~fq 
(~nb)y(x--~iaq~ (x~ aql+N)y, \x~ c ,/r, 
× 
(b)y, + ... + y.(C)y, +... + y.(q-U)y, +... +y. (elenS) 
+ "" +Y. Yx + +y. 2 q-U "'" Yl + "'" +Y. 
i -1  
x_, a~ 
X n /ty~ +... +y. 
(x aq)y + [ (x~e~ 1 r,s= 1 \ XSxr "jr" 
× 1-I 
l<~r<s<<.n 
E Xr 
1 - - -  qy,-y~ 
Xs 
1 xr 
Xs 
qYl +2Y2 + ',, +ny. t (3.12a) 
(3.12b) 
× E 
y~,..., y. >~ O 
O<~ y~ +...+y.<~N 
nil x_! 2qY, + (yl + ... +y.) Xn 
1 --x-22 
Xn 
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i= l  
f)y, -2--a---. e.f +N)r ] 
( l~b)  (~_~)(q -N)y~+. . .+y .  
Yl + "'" +Y. Yl + "'" +Y. 
(7)y~+...+y.(~)yl+...+y.(e~'"enfq-n)y~ 
a + . . .  +y. 
× (-I l \ x .  A,+ +~. 
k \x ,  e i /y ,  +... + y. 
F(X'es] 
(] I \ X___z~ A, 
II 
l<<.r<s<~n 
1 - x~ qr,-rs 
Xs 
1 Xr 
Xs  
q yl + 2y2 + "'" + nyn (3.12c) 
where 2 = qa2/bcd. 
Proof. We apply (2.4) as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 with 0c, u, and v given by (3.2a), (3.2c-d) and 
(3.2e), respectively. In order to account for the multiple sums over y~, ..., y, t> 0 subject to 
0 ~< Yl + "'" + Y, ~< N we must change 6 to 
I1  - X--'~i ,~q y' + (yl + ''' + y") 
~(y) = (-I x. 
i=1 l _X~2 
Xn 
I7 
l<~r<s<~n 
1 - xj qy,-ys 
Xs 
X r 
Xs 
x~ 
i=1  
(x~f) r ,  (~  e 1 ?7"~f q2a  1 +n)r, 
2q l+u 
Yl Yx + ' "+Y.  
r , s= l  
× (7)y 
(q -N)y~ + . .  + y. 
.el ""enfq-N) 
+ ,.. +y, a yl + ... +y. 
(3.13) 
where 2 = qa2/bcd. 
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With ~, 6, u, v given by (3.2a), (3.13), (3.2d), (3.2e), respectively, the right-hand side of (2.4) becomes 
a double multiple sum in which the inner multiple sum is identical to the multiple sum in (3.3b). 
Recall that (3.3b) is the e ~-* 2q yl ÷ ' +Y" and Ni ~ yi case of the sum side of Theorem A.4, which 
equals the corresponding product in (A.9b). Relabel the factors in this product by using the 
relations in (1.12). We then find that the above right-hand side of (2.4) can be written as the single 
multiple sum in (3.12c). 
Next, put our choices for ct, 6, u, v of (3.2a), (3.13), (3.2c), (3.2e), respectively, into the left-hand side 
of (2.4). After multiplying and dividing by (3.4) and appealing to (1.9) and (1.14) we obtain 
Yt . . . . .  y,>~O i=1 
O <~ yl + ... + y~<~N xi l 
1 - - -  aq  y~+(y~ + "'" +Y') 
Xn - - - - -  
1 Xia 
Xn 
i=1  
• xi 2a ql +N~rj 
\x~ /,, ...e~f 
\x~ c /y~ 
(b ) , ,  +.. .  + ~° (c)~, + . .  - ~ +y°(q )yl+'"+y~ 
( _~)y~+. . .+y . ( _~)y ,+. . .+yo(e l " ;en f  q_N)y ,+. . .+y ,  
i=1  
Yl + "'" +Y~ Yi + (Yl + "'" +Y~) 
aq 
xn ei /yl  + ... + yo ~.~ y, + (y, + ... + yo) 
× fi 
i=1  
° 
1 - x i  ,~qyi+(yl + ... +yn) 
Xn 
l _X~ 2 
Xn 
fi 
r ,S  = 1 1 Fl l <~r <s<,n 
1 - x~ qy_r, 1 
Xs 
J 1 Xr Xs 
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× 
+, 1 
q y~ + 2y 2 + ... + ny. 
× z ii 
ml, . . . ,m.  ~> 0 r , s= l  
O<~m~ + ... +m.<~N- - (y l  +...y.) 
[ (x'esqy'~ ] 
~...~Xs __ /m,  
',, Xs /,,,, 
n 
×lq 
i=1  
?1 
×H 
i=1  
X 
i=1 
1 - --xi ~qy,+(yt+...+y.)qm~+(m,+...+m.) 
Xn 
1 -- x-!i ,~qY '+(Yt  + "'" +Y") 
Xn 
=, el "" e. f  q mi 
(X~naql+y'+(Y~+"+Y")) (X~n,~q~+N+Y' I 
/m i  /mi  
(!). + +. ,q  + +y , .+  +.  
- - q  
m 1 + ... +m. a 
2QY,  + (Yt + ... +y . )  
/m l  + "" + m. 
(x,~q +y.) qy l  + "'" 
\Xn  e i  mt + "" +m, 
-- N + Yl + "'" +Y . )m I + ... +m.  1 
× 1-I 
l<~r<s<~n 
1 - x~ qy,-y, qm,-m, 
Xs 
1 - -xr qy_ys  
Xs 
qml  + 2m2 + ... +nm. 
The inner multiple sum in (3.14) is the 
N ~ N - (Yx + "'" + Y.), c ~ 2/a, b F---~fqy., 
a v----~ ~Lq (yl + ''' + y") + y", e ~--+ - -  
2a 
el ... enf 
q l  +N+y.  
ds ~ esq ys, s = l, ..., n, Xr ~ Xrq y', r = l, ..., n 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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case of the sum side of Theorem A.5. Replacing it with the product side and simplifying termwise, 
we find that (3.14) becomes (3.12a) multiplied by the reciprocal of the products in (3.12b). 
Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.1, this termwise simplification requires the relations: 
fi 
i=1  
Yi +(Y l  + "" +Y . )  Xn 
l _X~2 
Xn 
(X~n/ + (yt + "'" +y.); ) 
2a a + y, q 
N-(y~ + --. +y.) 
× 
[I aq; q 
i=1  Y~ + (Y~ + "" + Y.) 
x aql+y'+(Y~++Y");q g-(y~ + ... +y.) 
= xi aq; q aq a 
i= l  N i= l  Y~ 
ei y~ + ... + y. ei N --(y~ + ... + y.) fi 
i=1  ; 
ei yl + ... + y. ei N-(Y l  + "'" + Y.) 
I xiaq;q'~ ] 
n (Z  ei /n  ; 
i=1 2q ;q  N 
(7 ;q )y l+. . .+y .  ( fq -N ;q)N_(y l+. . .+y . )  
f - '  q q-N; q 
Yl + "'" +Y .  N - - (y l  + ... +y . )  
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18a) 
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+ ... +y.) 
(e, ex ." e . f  - N + (y ,  + ... +y.); q) 
+ +y. - - - f - - -q  
... N - (Y t+. . .+y . )  (e, ae.: .;), (el .:.+,y++,>;)__, 
Yl + "'" + Y. a N - (Yl + "" + Y.)  
(e l "~ '~nf ;q )N(~)  N. 
= (el  aq . • ..---e,f' q )s  
(3.18b) 
[] (3.19) 
Remark. Theorem 3.3 reduces to Theorem 1.2 when n = 1. 
4. Recovering Denis' and Gustafson's U (n + 1) 10~9 transformation 
Here the U(n + 1) XOq~9 transformation i [17] is shown to be a nontrivial special case of 
Theorem 3.2. That is we recover 
Theorem 4.1 (Denis and Gustafson [17]). For n >~ 2 let a, bj, cj ~ C for 1 <<. j <<. n + 1, with 
abici = q-m, for some nonnegative integers mi for 1 <~ i < n - 1. Let ~ = acl and ~oi = ab~ for 
n-1  1 n -1  v ln+l  l <<. i <<. n -  l, and T, = I-Ii=177 and o9,=[Ii=1o9i -1. Set B = I]~+~ bj and C = ll j=x cj, then 
.+1 ( a"c?lC)~o f i  (aCy] -I)°~ (a"Byj)~ 
---[ j= l  
n+l  n -1  
,=1 (c/-1C)~ I~ I~ (aciTfl)o~(biTJ)oo 
i=1 j=l 
l <~i , j< .n  
n+l  ~ J  2 
l--I (aciT;1)~ (b iT . )o~ y l  y . . . . . .  + . .Y"-')°+ y .  = 
i=1 
Tiq y' -- 7jqV~) 
1~ ' - -  
l<~i<j<~n ])i - -  ]: j  
× fi 
n+l  
(qTj/aC)r: I-I (biTj)rj 
i=1  
n+l  
j=l (a"BTj)rj I-I (qTj/aci)rj 
i=1 
(4.1a) 
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. + i (a" b;- 1 B)oo f i  (aBoo]- 1)® (a" C~j)oo 
j= l  
I-'[ n+l  n -1  
i=x (b:~lB)oo ]--I I-I (abi°of i)oo(Ci°Oj)oo 
i=1 j= l  
i# j  
1-I ('°,'°; 
l <~i,j<<.n 
n+l  i=/=j 2 
1] (abic°21)oo(ClC°,)oo y ...... y._,>~o Yx + "" + Y. = O 
i=1  
l<~i<j<~ 
n+l } 
(qcoj/aB)yj I-I (ci~oj)rj 
f i  i= l  
X n +' i - - -  " 
j=i (a"C~oj)y~ I-I (q~/abi)y, 
i=1 
(4.1b) 
Observe that the left-hand side of the identity in Theorem 4.1 becomes the right-hand side by 
replacing b~ with q, for i = 1,. . . ,  n - 1. In order to show that Theorem 4.1 is a special case of 
Theorem 3.2 we must break this symmetry. We first replace ~'i, (o~, B, and C with their definitions in 
(4.1) and y, with - (Y l  + "'" + Y,-1). Both multiple sums are now taken over 0 ~< y~ ~< N~, with 
i = 1, ..., n - 1. We then break the symmetry by reversing the order of summation on the left-hand 
side but not on the right-hand side. After a substantial amount of elementary simplification, we are 
able to conclude that Theorem 4.1 is the n ~-* n - i case of Theorem 3.2 in which we have made the 
substitutions in (4.13) below. 
To start the first part of the above calculation, take 7, o9~, B, and C as defined in (4.1), and break 
up the following products in both multiple sums according to 
n n+l  n -1  n -1  n -1  n -1  n -1  
17 I~ aiJ = (a,+l, , )(a, ,)  1] 1-[ au l-[ ain I--[ a,j l~ a .+l j .  (4.2) 
j= l  i= l  j= l  i= l  i=1 j= l  j= l  
We also replace a with al and m~ with Ni for simplicity. Then let y, be - (yl + -.- + Y,-1) 
and use 
1 q(~) (4.3) (a)_. - (q/a). -- 
to rewrite those terms with subscript - (Yl + "'" + Y,). Replace a lbici with q-N, where appropri- 
ate in both sums and products. 
We now break the symmetry by reversing the order of summation on the left-hand side multiple 
sum. This consists of replacing yi by Ni -- Yi, for i = 1 .... , n -- 1, and then applying (1.6) and 
Lemma A.2 termwise. 
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The main part of this lengthy termwise simplification ofthe resulting left-hand side multiple sum 
involves dealing with the following expression: 
FI 
l <<.i<j<<.n-I 
1 -- ci qN,-Nj qrj-r, 
cj 
1 ci 
cj 
i , j= l  
Cj q -N,  
(q  c_j~ 
Ci /INj - yj 
(4.4) 
Using 
(aq-").-k -- 
(4.4) becomes 
(q/a)k(q/a)" ( -- ~ ) "-k q@-@ (4.5) 
FI 
l<~i<j<~n--1 
1 -- c i qNi-Nj qyj-y, 
cj 
Ci 1 B__  
¢j 
X 
I Ci ~ -Nj~ n~l (-'~jLt )yj 
m 
I \ci IN, 
"h' F(c'~-~'] 
i , j=l  q~ L( 
n-1  
1-[ [(ql+N'P] • 
i , j=l  
(4.6) 
In order to simplify (4.6) we need the following relations: 
n-1  
I1 
i , j= l  
(~ q-Nj)y, 
(C~ qa +U,_Uj)r j
I bj q-N, 
~q rj E/ 
b, _N'~ ]
kB q ),, n~ 
where we use the condition albici = q-N,; 
_ _ qNj - N, 
l <~i<j<~n--1 Ci 
1 <~i<j~n-- 1 Cj 1 <~i<j<~n--1 Ci 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
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and 
Ci -Ni - Nj ) I-[ 1 --~ q qrj-r, 
l<~i<j<<.n-I 
(4.9a) 
. (1c, ) = __ __ qNj - Niqy,-rj 
l<~i<j<.n--1 Ci 
( X I-I -- I-I q(21-n)yi. (4.9b) 
l<~i<j<~n-1 Cj f i= l  
Now, dividing by the first expression in (4.8), multiplying by the second, and using (4.7) and (4.9), 
we find that (4.6) becomes 
FI 
l<<.i<j<~n-1 
1 -- c~ qlVj - N, qy,-yj 
Ci 
1 -- qNj - N, C_.j 
Ci 
I1 
l <~i<j<<.n-1 
1 -- cl q N,- Nj 
Cj 
1 ci 
cj 
.-I .- i  [(q-N, CffC,)N,] 
x 1-I [q(Ei-.)y,] [ I  
i=I i.j=1 (qci/ci)N, J 
I n--1 
x .-ii~ [(q-N'b#bj)r' l-I [(q1+N,)r,]. (4.10) 
L (qbi/bj)y, i,j=1 
At this point we need the xi ~ el, y~ ~ N~, mr ~ Nr case of Lemma A.2 given by the relation 
I7 
l<~i<j<~n-1 
Cj __  
1 Ci i,j=l [_ (qcj/Ci)N, 
cj 
= _(~,+.2+N. ,) ( _  1)N1 + ... +N. l q -(N1 +2N2 +-.-+(,- 1)N._1) q . (4.11) 
Using (4.11), and the condition al b~c~ = q-N' in the first product of (4.9b), we see that (4.10), and 
hence (4.4), becomes 
[I 
l <~i<j<~n-1 
I 
bi i, j=l L (qb#bj)r, 
1 -b~ 
n- i  n - i  
x FI [q(Zi-.)y,] ~ [(q1+N,)r~] 
i= I  i , j= l  
_(  ..... 2 . . . .  ) --(N1 +2N2 + ..-+(n -- 1)N._I) (4.12) ×(--1) Ni+'''+N"-I q q 
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The termwise simplification of the rest of the left-hand side multiple sum is straightforward. 
The above analysis transforms (4.1) into a new identity, with the reversed multiple sum on the 
left-hand side. Multiply both sides of this identity by the reciprocal of all the products appearing 
outside the sum on the left-hand side. Some of these products resulted from the simplifications 
involved in reversing the order of summation. Simplify the products on the resulting right-hand 
side using (1.1b), alb~Ci = q-N,, and (A.5) as necessary. 
We now find, after some addition simplification, that Theorem 4.1 is the n ~ n - 1 case of 
Theorem 3.2 in which we have made the following substitutions: 
xi~-~b~, i=  1 , . . . ,n -  1, 
q 
d~--~ 
a"bl ... b,-  2b, b,+ 1 ' 
a ~ bl . "b, -zbZ,-1.  
b ~---~bl ...b,, 
e w-~ ab, - 1 c,, 
c w-~bx " "b , -xb ,+ l ,  
f ~'-'~ ab , - l c ,+ l ,  (4.13) 
Remark. The one-dimensional cases of both Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 reduce to the classical 
10~b9 transformation i  Theorem 1.2. This corresponds to n = 2 in (4.13). 
Remark. Notice that when n ~> 3, the n ~ n - 1 case of Theorem 3.2 has one more degree of 
freedom than Theorem 4.1. The substitutions xl,  ..., x,_ 1, b, c, d, e, f in (4.13) contain all n + 4 of 
the free parameters in (4.1). However, a is an arbitrary parameter in Theorem 3.2, but is determined 
by the other n + 4 free parameters in (4.13). Thus, a is a free parameter in (3.11) that does not occur 
in (4.1). 
Some of the special and limiting cases obtained from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 that are analogous to 
those in one dimension cannot be obtained from Theorem 4.1. In particular, it is not possible to 
obtain a U(n + 1) extension of Bailey's nonterminating Watson transformation 1-19, p. 42] from 
(4.1). This analysis fails due to convergence onsiderations. However, in [39] a U(n + 1) extension 
of Bailey's nonterminating Watson transformation is obtained from a special limiting case of 
Theorem 3.3. 
5. Special limiting cases of U(n + 1) 10(~9 transformations 
In this section we derive a number of transformation formulas for U (n + 1) basic hypergeometric 
series from several imiting cases of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. We first discuss how to recover 
several U(n + 1) generalizations of Watson's [19, 49] q-Whipple transformation. Two of these 
immediately ield a new U(n + 1) Sears 4q~3 transformation, which in turn gives a U(n + 1) 
extension of classical [19, p. 61] two-term transformations for terminating 3~b2 series. On the other 
hand, taking N ~ m in (3.12) leads to a U(n + 1) extension of the two-term nonterminating 
8q~7 transformation i  formula (2.10.1) of [19, p. 40]. A special (terminating) case of this 8~b7 trans- 
formation is equivalent to the new U(n + 1) Sears 4q~3 transformation i  Theorem 5.2 below. 
Letting b, c, or d ~ ~ in any of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 leads to U(n + 1) generalizations of 
Watson's q-Whipple transformation. In particular, letting b ~ oo in (3.1) gives Theorem A.3 with 
c and e interchanged. Furthermore, letting c or d ~ m in (3.11), or b ~ oo in (3.12) gives 
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additional U(n + 1) q-Whipple transformations from [35]. These transformations are also 
recovered in Section 4 of [40] by considering suitable choices of a(m), 6 (y), u(m, y), u(m, y) in (2.4). 
Our new U(n + 1) Sears & transformation is an immediate consequence of Theorem A.3 and 
the d + CO case of (3.11) given by 
Theorem 5.1 (Second U(n + 1) q-whipple transformation). Let a, b, c, d, e and x1,. . . , x, be 
indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers ,for i = 1,2, . . . , n with n 2 1, and suppose that none of 
the denominators in (5.1) vanishes. Then 
i [ 
l -:qyr-ys c n s 
0 < yg < N; l<r<s<n 
i= 1,2,...,n 
l-3 
XS 
Xii 
i-,s=l 
( > :q-Ns s Y. 
( > cl: s Yr 
1 I 
1 _~aqY~+'Y'+...+y") 
ii n 
i=l I_?, 
n 
2 
X K aq 
1 + (N, + ‘.. +N.) 
> 
y, + ... +Y. 
4 
yI+2yz+‘..+ny. 
bcde 
= ([(~)N,+...+N”(~)N,+.,.+N”]-l 
xfil [ (~aq)Nr(%$ql+(N1+~..+N~)-N~)Ni]) 
(5la) 
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xi aq .( >( Xi de -- -- 4 -(N, + “’ +N.) x, c mi x, a mi 
(5.lb) 
Observe that (A.8a) and (5.la) are the same, once we have interchanged cand e in (A.8a). Equate 
the corresponding right-hand sides in (A.8b) and (5lb). After relabelling according to 
a, ; abq-(N’+...+N.) ab 1 -(N, + “’ fN”) 
f 
7 byp 7 
c H b, d H a, 
d 
e H--, 
C 
(5.2) 
applying (A.5) and (A.7) as necessary, utilizing the relation abc = defqcN1 + ..’ +K)- ‘, and simplifying, 
we obtain 
Theorem 5.2 (A U (n + 1) Sears & transformation). Let a, b, c, d, e, f and x1, . . . , x, be indetermi- 
nate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for i = 1,2, . . . , n with n 2 1, and suppose that none of the 
denominators in (5.3) vanishes. Then 
(b)yl + ... + y,(c)y, +... + y. 
(e)y,+...+y”(f)y,+...+y. 11 
(5.3a) 
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= C(eh, + +N. WN, + +N.l-l 
(5.3b) 
i= l,Z,...,n 
l 
+ ny. 
xi a -- 1 -(N, + +N.) 
x, e 
4 
Yi 
(5.3c) 
where abc = defqCN1 + “’ +N~) - ‘, and e2 (IV,, . . . 
{N I,..J’L}. 
, N,) is the second elementary symmetric function of 
Remark. The n = 1 and N1 = n case of (5.3) is Eq. (111.15) of [19, p. 2421, which was first derived by 
Sears in [45]. Furthermore, Theorem 5.2 is different han Theorem 6.9 of [38]. The left-hand sides 
are the same (up to trivial relabelling), but the right-hand sides are different. 
In order to obtain our U(n + 1) extension of classical 3$2 transformations we first use 
the relation abc = defqcNl + “’ +N*) - ’ to rewrite (5.3). That is, in (5.3) replace f with 
(abc/de) q1 -(N1 + “’ +Nn), and simplify to get 
c 
0 Q y; d Ni 
i= 1,2,...,” 
l-I 
1 <r<sQn 
Xii 
r,s=l 
L 
I 
l-5 
XS 
( > z q-NsY, 
( > cl: s Y, 
1 _~qY,-yT 
s 1 qYI + 2y, + “. +ny. 
I ii i=l 
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X it (b) i la ;c  +Y"(C)yx + "" +Y i  (e)y 1 + ... + y. k ~ ql - (N i  + "'" +N. ) iy  I + ... +Y. 
={[,e> +...+,. 
x r~ f(~,.eh (x~e .+u , ) -N , ) ] t  
i:l L \~)N,  ~. aq(N'+ IN, AJ 
X Z 
O <~ y~ <~ N~ 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  I 
1 - x~ qy,_y, 
rl x~ 
l<~r<s<~n 1 Xr 
Xs 
qy~ + 2y2 + "'" + ny. 
n 
×H 
r,s= l 
(X~ q -N,)r. fl 
i=X 
(~a~ ] 
Xn ,] y (x,a. ) 
..~e q (NI+.. .+N.) Yl 
x~ 
i=1  
x. b/y, 
x. /r, \ x ,  bc t , 
(5.4a) 
(5.4b) 
(5.4c) 
Remark. The n = 1 and Na = n case of (5.4) is Eq. (3.2.1) of [19, p. 60]. 
We now keep the {Ni} fixed and choose limiting values of one of the other parameters in (5.4). 
Letting c ~ 0 in (5.4) yields 
Theorem 5.3. Let a, b, d, e and xx, ..., x, be indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n with n >~ 1, and suppose that none of the denominators in (5.5) vanishes. Then 
y 
O <~ y~ <~ Ni 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n 
H 
l<~r<s<~n 
1 x, ] __ __ qY, -Y,  
Xs - -  I Y~ 
1 x, I q 
xs ] 
+2y2 + ...+ny. 
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I Xr N, Y~ 
r, s = l q -'Xss y, 
r< ] ,0, 
x [(a).v, +_...._+ .v,, ]
L(e)y, + ... + .v, 
(5.5a) 
{ -1 ~i (xie_q~U,+...+u.)_u,) 
= (e)NI+'"+N" \Xna 
i= 1 N~ 
× aNI+...+N, q-e2(Nl+...+N,) f i  Xi 
,=, \~/  
(5.5b) 
E 
O <~ y~ <~ Ni 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  
I1 
l<<.r<s<~n 
,xr ] __ __ qY,--Ys 
XS - -  n 
1 x~ Jr 1 
x, -N'~ ]
~q ")y, 
x~ 
i=1  
(~,a)r,(~,d)r , 
y, e y, 
]t X qYl + 2y2 + "'" + ny, , (5 .5C)  
where z (N1,. . . ,  N,) is the second elementary s mmetry function of {Nx,..., N,}. 
Remark. The n = 1 and N1 = n case of(5.5) is Eq. (3.2.2) of [19, p. 61]. Letting b ~ 0 in (5.4) gives 
an equivalent identity. 
Letting a ~ 0 in (5.4) yields 
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Theorem 5.4. Let b, c, d, e and xl ,  . . . ,  x, be indeterminate, let N~ be nonnegative integers for 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n with n >>. 1, and suppose that none of the denominators in (5.6) vanishes. Then 
Z 
O <~ yi <~ N i 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n 
1 xr - -  - -  qY'-Y" 7 
I-[ Xs __ ]qy l+Xy2+. . .+ny ,  
l<~r<s<~n 1 x~ ] 
X fi 
r ,s=l  
X (b)y, +._+ y_,(c)y, +...+ y,] 
(e )y ,  + ... + y. 
= {(e)N'+ +N, fi (x ide'~ 
"'" i=1  \x .  bc/N, 
(5.6a) 
x [ (b--~ )N' + "" +N* qe2(N' + "" +N') f i  (Xi ~ \-~nn, / ]}  (5.6b) 
O<~yi<~Ni l<~r<s<~n 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  
1 - x~ qy,_y, 
Xs 
X I, 
1 - - - -  
Xs 
qy, + 2y2 + ... +ny. 
xfi 
r,s= l
Xr  -N '~ 
7,. 
( 
Y, L \X .  /y,,,,x. bc / r  , 
(5.6c) 
where e2(N1, . . .  , N,) is the second elementary symmetric function of {N1, . . . ,  Nn}. 
Remark. The n = 1 and Nx = n case of (5.6) is Eq. (3.2.3) of [19, p. 61]. 
In contrast to the above transformations for terminating series, we now take N --* oo in (3.12). 
We obtain 
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Theorem 5.5. Let a, b, c, d, e l , . . . ,  e,, f and xl, ... , x, be indeterminate, and suppose that none of the 
denominators in (5.7) vanishes. Then 
Yt . . . . .  y.>~O i=1 
1 - -  --xi aqY  ' + (y, + ... + y,) 
Xn 
Xi 
1- -ma 
Xn 
~=, 'x 7 ~, 
\ x .  b / r ,  
(b)y, + ... + y. (C)y, + ... + y. 1 
Yl + "'" + Y. Y~ + "'" + Y. 
×/i 
i=1  
(x~ a) 
Yl + ""+Y. (~, aq] 
Xn e i  / l  y~ + ... + y.  
iI 
r, s= l 
II 
l<~r<s<~n 
1 - x~ qy, -ys  
Xs 
21 • 
1 - - - -  
Xs 
a2q  )Yl+'"+Y. 
(bcd~-2.. e. f 
(5.7a) 
(e, aqe 
-(e .2.qe.f)o (7)oo 
(x q) 
x. ]o~ Ze--[, ~ 
(~) C~aq~ 
\ x .  e i /® 
(5.7b) 
E 
Yl, ..., Y. >1 0 
ii 
i=1  ] )cay,+(y~ + ... + y.) Xn 1 _x~ 
Xn 
×[I 
i=1  
x. a ,'y, x. }y, 
x. b }y, k X. c /y, 
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a y l+. . .+y .  --2 ~ l÷. . .+y°  (aq) 
7 yl÷...÷y. 7 ~1÷...+~. 
f i  \X  n /lyl+"'+y , 
i=1  ( - - '~ / -~ '~ . . . . . .  
\Xn ei  /y~ + ... + y~ 
E Xr 
qyl + 2y2 + '"  + ny~ 
× FI 
l~r<s<~n 
1 - x~ qY'-Y' 
Xs 
1 xr 
Xs 
where 2 = qa2/bcd and 
max( laq/e~ ... enf l ,  I2q/el ... e, f l )  < 1. 
el . : :e . f ]  
(5.7c) 
(5.8) 
Remark. The n = 1 case of (5.7) is Eq. (2.10.1) of [19, p. 40]. 
Proof of Theorem 5.5. We show that (3.12a) converges to (5.7a). The convergence of (3.12c) to (5.7c) 
is similar. It is clear that the products in (3.12b) converge to those in (5.7b). 
It is easy to see that the terms of (3.12a) approach those of (5.7a) as N --, ~ .  To show that the 
sum (3.12a) converges to (5.7a), we utilize the dominated convergence theorem and the well-known 
I-8, 24, 271 ratio test for multiple power series in 
Lemma 5.6. Given Ey ...... y. >.0 f(Y) '  set 
gin(y) = f (Y l , . . . ,  Ym-~,f(y~,...,Ym + 1,yn)Ym+ ~, ' " ,  Yn) , 
for m = 1, . . . ,  n. Then, if 
lim gm(ey) < 1, 
$---~ O0 
for m = 1 , . . . ,  n, the series converges absolutely. 
(5.9a) 
(5.9b) 
Before we can apply Lemma 5.6, we need the identity 
fI x:-, z fi fi = + ... Xa(i ) 
i=1  a~S, i=1  i=1 
(5.10) 
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The relation (5.10) transforms each multiple sum in (3.12a) into a double multiple sum. We 
interchange the order of summation so that the outer multiple sum is taken over the symmetric 
group S,. Then, for each inner multiple sum taken over y l , . . . , y ,>~O,  subject to 
0 ~< Yl + "'" + Y, ~< N, Lemma 5.6 is applied to a suitable dominating series. 
Letting ~(y)  be the summand in (3.12a) divided by 
qy2+2y3+...+(n-1)y, HI lX, qy,-y, 1__  
l<~r<s<<.n Xs  
and using (5.10), we see that (3.12a) becomes 
f i x ]  - i  2 e(a) FI x~<~; 2 ~(y)  FI q<O-'(,)-a)r, (5.11) 
i= l a~S.  i=1  yi , . . . ,y ,>~O i=1 
O<~ yl + ... + y.<~N 
We now determine a dominating series for each inner multiple sum of (5.11), to which we apply 
Lemma 5.6. This task is greatly simplified after a few observations. 
Suppose, in Lemma 5.6, that f has factors of the form 
n 
YI 
i=1 
Xi  
1 -- - -  aq y' + (yl + ... +y.) 
Xn 
X i  
1- -ma 
Xn 
1+1 } -+1 (a)r ` ; (a)y, ; 
i= l  r , s= l  
[(a)r, + ... + y.] 4- 1, (5.12) 
where q - u is not a factor ofa. These are then easily seen to go to 1 in (5.9b). In (5.12), ifq N is a factor 
of a, then these expressions are all bouned. If, in (5.12), q-N is a factor of a, we apply (A.5). The 
expressions in (5.12) are then either bounded or give convergence conditions. 
It is now easy to see that each inner multiple sum in (5.11) is dominated by 
fi 
i>0 i=1 
1 - x i  aqY ' + (yl + "" +y.)  
Xn 
Xi 
1- -ma 
Xn 
×fi 
i=1  
x, /y , \x ,  /y, 
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× 
(b)y, + . . .  + y .  (C )y ,  + . . .  + y .  
(ad)  (a_~) Y l+ ' "+Y.  Yl + ' "+Yn 
?1 
×H 
i=1  
Yl + "'" + Y. 
Yl + "'" +Y~ 
X 
2q )Y' + " +Y" 
(e l ' "  en f  t $, (5.13) 
where M is a constant independent ofy. Using the summand in (5.13) for f in Lemma 5.6 we find 
that (5.13) converges absolutely when 12q/el ... enf l  < 1. It now follows from the dominated 
convergence theorem that (3.12a) converges to (5.7a) as N ~ ~. [] 
If the multiple series in (5.7) terminate, the convergence conditions in (5.8) are not required. 
Relabel (5.7) by setting f= e and es =f~. Then terminate both series by replacing f~ with q-N,, for 
s = 1,..., n. Eq. (5.7) then becomes 
E 
O <~ yi <~ N i 
i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n  I 
1 - X--~i aqY'+(Yt +"+Y") 
i=1 1 xl - -  - -a  
Xn 
×/i 
i=1  ( aq (xiaq) 
x.  b )y ,  x--~c y, 
× 
(b)y, +... + y. (C)y, +... + y. 
(a:) 
Yl  + "'" + Y. Y l  + "'" + Y. 
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4 
y, + 2y, + .” + fly. 
a2q1 + N, + ... +N. 
bcde 
= N1 + ... •t N. 
i=l 
N1 +...+N. 
I r 
xc ii 
0 < yi < Ni 
i I i=l i= 1,2,...,n 
Xii 
i=l 
1 _~~qYL+(Y1+..~+Y”) 
n 
(5.14a) 
(5.14b) 
1 
Xii 
i=l 
[ 
277 
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× 
r,s = 1 
IXr -N~IY" I + ... + ny, 
q 
qXr~ qYl +2y2 
\ x~/y, 
Xs q aq s' + "'" +N, y~ + ... +y. 
x 1-[ i ~ e . (5.14c) 
l<<,r<s<~n 
Xs 
Remark. The n = 1 and N1 = n case of (5.14) is Eq. (2.10.3) of [19, p. 41]. 
The transformation (5.14) is equivalent to the U (n + 1) Sears 4¢3 transformation i Theorem 5.2. 
The expression (5.14a) is (A.8a) with c and e interchanged, and (5.14c) is the 
a ~ 2, d ~ 2d/a, (5.15) 
b w-~ 2b/a, c ~ 2c/a, 
case of (5.1a). Now replace (5.14a) and (5.14c) with the corresponding right-hand sides of (A.8) and 
(5.1), respectively. Relabel the resulting identity according to (5.2) and simplify to obtain Theorem 5.2. 
Appendix A: Background information 
The main results in this paper depend upon a key lemma from [34], the U(n + 1) terminating 
q-Dougall summations in [30,31,38], and the U(n+ 1) q-Whipple transformation in 
[30, 31, 33, 35]. 
We start with the key simplification in 
Lemma A.1. Let xl, ..., x, be indeterminate. Suppose that no xr/xs is an integral power of q. Then 
f E xr ] 
1 - -- qr'-r~ 
(qx ) r,s= l Y,-Ys 1 <~r <s <~ n 
Xs 
(A.la) 
x [ (-1)("-~)(yl++y") ~I 
× [q-e~(y ...... y,) qy~ + 2y3 + ... + (,- ~)y, q(, - 1)[('~') +... + (~")] ] }, 
where e2 (Yl, . . . ,  Y,) is the second elementary symmetric function of {Yl, . . . ,  Y,}. 
(A.lb) 
(A.lc) 
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Remark. Lemma A.1 is proven in [34]. We first applied the m = y, - y,, A = x,/x, case of 
(qA),(qAP)_, = (-Ayq(;) 11-_AA4” ) 
[ 1 (A.3 
where m is any integer. Eq. (A.l) then followed by elementary manipulation. 
In order to deal with our choice of u(m,y) in Theorem 2.3 we need 
Lemma A.2. Let x1, . . . , x, be indeterminate. Suppose that no x,/x, is an integral power of q. Then 
Proof. We first observe that 
1 -5 
XS4 
m-m, 
+m. q- (“I’ “’ l m” 2 ) 
x c4 m,+2m3+~“+(n-l)m,q(y,+‘~‘+y.)(m,+~~~+m.)] 
1, 
(A.3a) 
(A.3b) 
(A.4) 
To see (A.4), use (a; q),, := (&Jag”), to rewrite the left-hand side of (A.4). Multiply and divide by 
(4$ (C+y& 
Rearrange the factors, and rewrite the numerator factor 
(9; 4’.-mjmS 
by means of 
(a; 4)” = (ql-“/a; q)” (-a)” q(i). (A-5) 
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By symmetry and (A.4) it is clear that 
n 
r s=l cl: Frns 
,= ( 
-1 
s > 1(1 Y.-m, = fil 4: s w-4 (A.6a) 
n(m, + “’ + WI”) q -n[(“:)+ “’ +(?)I 
(y1 + ‘.. + yJ(m1 + “’ + m,) 
jl txk) 
(ml + ‘.’ +m.) - nmx (A.6b) 
Eq. (A.3) is now immediate by applying Lemma A.1 to the first product on the right-hand side of 
(A.6a), once we note that 
( ml + ... + m, ) = 2 e2[ml,...,mnJ+[(T)+ ... +(:)I. 0 (A.7) 
Remark. Lemma A.2 appears as Eq. (3.29) of [34] using slightly different notation. The proof here 
is a more efficient version of the calculations in [34], which were orginally set up for different 
purposes. 
The U(n + 1) terminating q-Dougall summations we need are a consequence of 
Theorem A.3 (The U (n + 1) q-Whipple transformation). Let a, b, c, d, e and x1, . . . , x, be indeter- 
minate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for i = 1,2, . . . , n with n 2 1 and suppose that none of the 
denominators in (A.8) vanishes. Then 
c 
0 G y, < N, 
k= 1,2,...,n 
I ! ii k=l 
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+ ..’ + m. 
(A.8a) 
(A.8b) 
Proof. Eq. (A.8) is established in Section 3 of [35] by extending the analysis of the classical (n = 1) 
case of [19,49]. Use the u(n + 1) terminating balanced 3~2 summation in Theorem 4.1 of [34] to 
rewrite suitable products in (A.8a), corresponding to the product side of Theorem 4.1 of [34] as 
a sum. This transforms the U (n + 1) very-well-poised ,& in (A.8a) into a double multiple sum. At 
this point, interchange summation and manipulate the resulting inner sum termwise until a shifted 
U(n + 1) very-well-poised 6$5 sum is obtained. Utilize the U (n + 1) terminating 6$5 summation in 
Theorem 2.4 of [34] to sum this inner sum. Finally, simplify the resulting single multiple sum 
termwise to obtain (A.8b). See Section 3 of [35] for the detailed substitutions and transformations 
involved in this analysis. 0 
Remark. The II = 1 and iV1 = y1 case of (A.8) is Eq. (111.18) of [19, p. 2421. 
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Remark. To recover Theorem 2.4 of [34] from Theorem A.3 first set aq/bc = 1 and then take 
d ~-~ b and e ~-~ c. To obtain Theorem 4.1 of [34], set b = 1 and then take a ~-~ c/q, d ~-* a, and e ~-~ b. 
One of the most  important consequences of Theorem A.3 is 
Theorem A.4 (The first U (n + 1) q-Dougal l  summation).  Let a, b, c, d, e and xl,  . . . ,  x, be indeter- 
minate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n with n >1 1, and suppose that none of the 
denominators in (A.9) vanishes. Then 
O ~ yk ~ N k k= 
k=l ,  2 . . . . .  n 
Xk k 1 - - -  aq  y + (yl + + y.) 
Xn  
Xk  
1- - - -a  
Xn 
× fi 
r , s= l  
Xr ~ -- N s @s L (q x;) 
Yr 
k=l  
a) 
Yl + "'" + Y. (X aql+Nk) 
/Y l  + "'" + Y. 
× ii 
k=l  
(~d)y~(~e)y ,  
(xkaq)  ( .~?) r ,  ZT/,, 
(b )y~ + ... + y. (C)y, + ... + y. (a__:) (a:) 
Ya + "'" +Y .  Yx + "'" +Y .  
1 -- - -  qr'-Y' 
X l~  Xs qYl + 2y2 + "" + ny. (A.9a) 
l<~r<s<~n 
Xs  
N1 + "" +Nn N1 + "'" +Nn 
aq 
X k X k aq 
k=l (xkaq)  (xkaq~ 
(A.9b) 
where a2q = bcdeq -(N1 + ... +N.) 
Proof. Set aq/bc = (de/a)q-(NI+...+N.) in (A.8). The evaluation point in (A.8a) is now just 
qy, + 2y~ + ... + ,y., and (A.8b) can be summed by the a w, d, c w-~ aq/b, b ~ e case of Theorem 4.1 of 
[34]. Interchanging c and e, and then simplifying the products arising from (A.8b) yields (A.9). [ ]  
Remark. The n = 1 and N1 = n case of (A.9) is Eq. (II.22) of [19, p. 238]. 
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Remark. Theorem A.4, with different notation, has already appeared in [30, 31]. In particular, 
rewriting Theorem 6.14 of [30,31] by replacing n by n + 1, and z,/z,+l by a, making the 
substitutions zi = xi for i = 1, 2, ..., n, and then taking bn+l ,n+2 = q/b, c = c, an+l,n+l = d/a, and 
a,+x,,+2 = e/a, gives Theorem A.4. The proof of Theorem 6.14 in [30, 31] is similar to that of 
Theorem A.4 above. However, Theorem A.3 here is much more symmetrical than the U(n + 1) 
q-whipple transformation i  [30, 31]. 
It is not hard to see that Theorem A.4 implies 
Theorem A.5 (The second U (n + 1) q-Dougall summation). Let a, b, c, e, dl,.. . ,  d,, and xl ,  ... , x, 
be indeterminate, let N be a nonnegative integer, let n >~ 1, and suppose that none of the denominators 
in (A.10) vanishes. Then 
yl . . . . .  y .~>O k=l  
O <~ yl + ... + y. <~ N 
1 - Xk aqY ~ + (yl + ' + y.) 
Xn 
Xk  
1- -ma 
Xn 
x [I (qX ,~ k~=X 
r ,8= I = 
\ xs/y, 
a) 
Yl + "'" +Y .  l 
× ii 
k=l  
(Xkb~ (~e)y .  
Xn ,]Yk 
(~ ,7)yk( -~aq l+S)y  k 
I (C)y, + ... +y.(q-U)y, + ... +y. 
× I1 
l <~r <s<<.n 
1 - x~ qy_y~ 
Xs 
X r 
1 - - - -  
Xs 
qy~ + 2y 2 + ... +ny. (A.lOa) 
(~qeq)s (~/1 .a~d~e)s 
( ? )N(cd l~. .d~e)N 
k=l  
(~-~aq'] (xkaq ' ]  
x, c /NkX.  dkJN 
(A.lOb) 
where a2q = q-Sbcdl . . .d .e.  
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Proof. Set b = q-N and d = b in (A.9), and then let aq/b  = (ce /a )q  -N - (N '+ '  +N,) in the four 
products in the first factor of (A.9b). After utilizing (c~; q), := (a)o~/(~q")~ to rewrite the products in 
(A.9b), a polynomial argument enables us to replace q-N, by dk, for k = 1, 2, . . . ,  n. Applying (A.5), 
as necessary, to the products arising from the first factor of (A.9b) then gives (A.10). [] 
Remark. The n = 1, N = n, dl ~ b, e w-~ d, b ~ e case of (A.10) is Eq. (11.22) of [19, p. 238]. 
Remark. Theorem A.5, with different notation, has already appeared in [30, 31]. In particular, 
rewriting Theorem 6.17 of [30] and [31] by replacing n by n + 1, m by N, and z , / z ,÷  1 by a, making 
the substitutions zi = xi and q-N, by di, for i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  and then taking b,+~. ,÷2 = q/b,  
a ,  + 1., + 1 = c/a,  and a,  + 1,n + 2 = e/a,  gives Theorem A.5. 
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